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Just like a personal philosophy can act as a moral compass, an investment philosophy can guide your decisions on how to
invest. While this may sound simple, the implications can be significant. People who put their savings to work in capital
markets do so with the expectation of earning a return on their investment, and there is ample evidence to support that longterm investors have been rewarded with such returns. But we also know that investors will encounter times when the results
are disappointing. It is in these times that your philosophy will be tested, and being able to stay the course requires trust. The
alternative approach likely consists of moving between different strategies based on past results, which is unlikely to lead to a
good outcome.
At Dimensional, our investment philosophy is based on the power of market prices and guided by theoretical and empirical
research. What does that mean? Markets do an incredible job of incorporating information and aggregate expectations into
security prices, so it does not make sense to form an investment strategy that attempts to outguess the market. Our
approach focuses on using information contained in prices to identify differences in expected returns. We conduct research to
help us organize our thinking, improve our understanding of what drives returns, and gain insights on how to build sensible
portfolios. One such insight is looking beyond average returns. By considering the entire distribution of outcomes, we can
better understand what investors should be aware of to help them stay invested when results aren’t what they expect.
As an example, the S&P 500 Index has returned about 10% annualized since 1926. But over that time period, there have
only been six calendar years when the S&P’s return was within two percentage points of 10%. 1 If investors were to adopt a
strategy that tracks the S&P 500 Index expecting 10% each year, they need to understand that returns over any given period
can look different.

1 Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment; therefore, their performance does not reflect the expenses
associated with the management of an actual portfolio. The S&P data is provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group.
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So what does it take to stay the course? Our view is that while there is no silver bullet, there are some basic tenets that can
help. Developing an understanding of how markets work and trusting markets is a good starting point. Having an asset
allocation that aligns with your risk tolerance and investment goals is also valuable. We believe financial advisors can play a
critical role in this determination. Finally, it’s important that the investment manager can be trusted to execute the desired
strategy.
In this regard, an index-like approach is useful because of how transparent it is. It is easy for an investor to examine whether
the returns achieved by the manager matched those of the index. This is part of the reason indexing has been a positive
development for investors, offering a transparent, low-cost way to access markets. However, index funds prioritize matching
an index over potentially achieving higher returns—so we believe they are too mechanical.
At Dimensional, we’ve sought to improve upon indexing, taking the best of what it offers and adding the ability to make
judgments. Our experience has been that by incorporating a little bit of judgment, you can add a lot of value.
Dimensional began back in 1981 with a new idea: small cap investing. The premise was that many investors didn’t invest in
small cap stocks, and that small caps behaved differently than large cap stocks and could offer diversification benefits to
investors concentrating in large caps. We found clients who agreed the idea was sensible. Over the next nine years, the
performance of small cap stocks was disappointing relative to large caps (at one point the S&P 500 outpaced our portfolio by
about 10% annually), so on the surface it may have appeared that both we and our clients had a reason to be nervous. But
clients were willing to stick with us because we were clear about our objective—providing a diversified portfolio of small cap
stocks—and we delivered on it. 2 Having compelling ideas is important, but the implementation of those ideas is what really
counts. From the beginning, we focused on developing protocols about how to design and manage portfolios, and 35 years
later we have amassed a track record of results that we believe stands out in the industry.

See disclosure at end of article.
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Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss. Investing risks include loss of principal and fluctuating value. Small cap securities are subject to greater
volatility than those in other asset categories. There is no guarantee an investing strategy will be successful.

Consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of the Dimensional funds carefully before investing. For this and other information about the
Dimensional funds, please read the prospectus carefully before investing. Prospectuses are available by calling Dimensional Fund Advisors collect at
(512) 306-7400 or at us.dimensional.com. Dimensional funds are distributed by DFA Securities LLC.
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While our long-term results show an ability to add value over benchmarks, we still place tremendous value on helping our
clients understand why we do what we do. Just like those first years, we have lived through other times when the results
have looked disappointing. This is one reason our approach combines our ability to make judgments with the transparency
we believe is necessary for clients to understand what they can expect from us. The solutions we provide are meant to help
clients achieve their financial goals. We know that a big part of enjoying the expected benefit of long-term returns relies on
the ability to stay invested. By clearly articulating what we promise to provide, and delivering on those promises with robust
portfolios, our hope is that we can help increase clients’ confidence in their decision to invest with us and provide them with a
more successful investment experience.
On behalf of all of us at Dimensional, we want to thank our clients for the trust you have placed in us. We will continue
working hard to reinforce the decision you have made. For those of you who may not yet work with us, we look forward to the
prospect of serving you in the future.
Dimensional placement is the Morningstar 15-Year Total Return Absolute Category Rank sourced from Morningstar. Number of funds starting the period is the number
of share classes, within the respective Morningstar Category, with return histories as of the start of the 15-year period ending in March 31, 2017. Funds that are unranked
due to having changed Morningstar Category are excluded from the number of funds starting the period. Number of Surviving Funds Placing Ahead (Behind) of
Dimensional is the count of ranked funds with a higher ( lower) Morningstar 15-Year Total Return Absolute Category Rank than the corresponding Dimensional fund. The
table includes all Dimensional institutional equity funds available on or before April 1, 2002. Dimensional feeder funds are excluded from the table because they
ultimately invest in master-feeder funds. Master-feeder funds are included in the table. All funds are US-domiciled. Bar heights are scaled to aid comparison across
funds. Fund Assets are as of March 31, 2017. Funds may have experienced negative performance over the time period. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Visit us.dimensional.com for standardized performance information for Dimensional’s funds. See table on next page for standardized time periods.
APPENDIX
RELATIVE PERFORMANCE FOR STANDARDIZED PERIODS
as of March 31, 2017

Prior
Year

Prior
5 Years

Prior
10 Years

Prior
15 Years

Ticker

DFALX

DFIVX DTMIX

Fund Assets in $MM

4,030

8,415

DFISX

DISVX DFUSX DFELX DTMEX DFLVX DTMMX DFSTX DFSCX

Dimensional
Placement/
Number of Funds
Starting the Period

175/
776

26/
371

31/
371

28/
111

10/
67

Number of
Ranked Funds
Ending the Period

735

328

328

108

Dimensional
Placement/
Number of Funds
Starting the Period

194/
679

85/
330

114/
330

Number of
Ranked Funds
Ending the Period

525

223

Dimensional
Placement/
Number of Funds
Starting the Period

101/
589

Number of
Ranked Funds
Ending the Period
Dimensional
Placement/
Number of Funds
Starting the Period
Number of
Ranked Funds
Ending the Period

3,382 11,524 14,151 7,384

DFTSX DFSVX DTMVX DFFVX

2,996

20,701

4,507

15,475

5,777

2,651

475/ 452/
1,492 1,492

269/
1,492

119/
1,328

201/
1,328

347/
794

246/
794

316/
794

175/
438

266/
438

162/
438

65

1,404 1,404

1,404

1,258

1,258

757

757

757

412

412

412

21/
75

8/
43

132/
86/
1,494 1,494

177/
1,494

15/
1,202

25/
1,202

78/
645

63/
645

69/
645

67/
373

16/
373

36/
373

223

65

40

1,113 1,113

1,113

936

936

537

537

537

309

309

309

65/
272

60/
272

7/
33

2/
55

149/
86/
1,705 1,705

167/
1,705

150/
1,260

148/
1,260

50/
617

120/
617

138/
617

104/
365

94/
365

64/
365

327

136

136

28

19

822

679

679

377

377

377

199

199

199

67/
444

7/
165

9/
165

4/
21

1/
35

153/
1,327

10/
859

30/
859

43/
395

35/
395

89/
395

18/
208

54/
208

15/
208

189

78

78

19

12

508

391

391

216

216

216

113

113

113

822

250

822

125/
99/
1,327 1,327
508

508

14,210 4,316

9,391

DFALX is in the category US Fund Foreign Large Blend. DFIVX and DTMIX are in the category US Fund Foreign Large Value. DFISX is in the category US Fund Foreign
Small/Mid Blend. DISVX is in the category US Fund Foreign Small/Mid Value. DFUSX, DFELX, and DTMEX are in the category US Fund Large Blend. DFLVX and DTMMX
are in the category US Fund Large Value. DFSTX, DFSCX, and DFTSX are in the category US Fund Small Blend. DFSVX, DTMVX, and DFFVX are in the category US Fund
Small Value.
Dimensional placement is the Morningstar 1-, 5-, 10-, or 15-Year Total Return Absolute Category Rank sourced from Morningstar. Number of funds starting the period is
the number of share classes, within the respective Morningstar Category, with return histories as of the start of the 1-, 5-, 10-, or 15-year period ending in March 31, 2017.
Funds that are unranked due to having changed Morningstar Category are excluded from the number of funds starting the period. Number of Surviving Funds Placing
Ahead (Behind) of Dimensional is the count of ranked funds with a higher ( lower) Morningstar 1-, 5-, 10-, or 15-Year Total Return Absolute Category Rank than the
corresponding Dimensional fund. The table includes all Dimensional institutional equity funds available on or before 1, 5, 10, or 15 years prior to March 31, 2017.
Dimensional feeder funds are excluded from the table because they ultimately invest in master-feeder funds. Master-feeder funds are included in the table. All funds are
US-domiciled. Bar heights are scaled to aid comparison across funds. Fund Assets are as of March 31, 2017. Funds may have experienced negative performance over the
time period. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Visit us.dimensional.com for standardized performance information for Dimensional’s funds.
Dimensional Fund Advisors LP is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission.. Consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges
and expenses of the Dimensional funds carefully before investing. For this and other information about the Dimensional funds, please read the prospectus carefully
before investing. Prospectuses are available by calling Dimensional Fund Advisors collect at (512) 306-7400 or at us.dimensional.com. Dimensional funds are distributed
by DFA Securities LLC.
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UPWARD GDP REVISION SHOULDN'T RAISE INVESTOR HOPES
Source: Robert Johnson, CFA, Morningstar, May 2017

The GDP report for the first quarter was revised upward
from a meager 0.7% to a merely soft 1.2% this week. The
good news is that the higher growth rate will make it
mathematically easier to hit our 1.75%-2.0% growth
forecast for 2017.
But the widely anticipated rebound in the second quarter
might be smaller than previously believed. GDP. Now from
the Atlanta Fed used a combination of trend line and
recently released actual data to predict GDP growth of a
whopping 3.7% for the second quarter. Still, that is down
from last week's 4.3% forecast and is likely to fall further
with the release of motor vehicle sales (which are likely to
be flat between April and May) and next week's
consumption report. We are sticking with our secondquarter forecast of 2.5%-3.0% sequential annualized
growth and 1.75%-2.0% for the full year, both lower than
consensus estimates.
Just like last week, this week housing- and manufacturing
dominated U.S. economic reports. And just like last week,
the data was mixed, with month-to-month data looking
rather dour while year-over-year data didn't show much
change in generally slow-moving trends. Housing will
continue to do relatively well (growth in the 8%-10% range
for real residential investment). However, it will still be hardpressed to contribute any more to GDP growth than it did
last year, with slowing existing-home sales and apartment
construction.
Following last week's strong month-to-month industrial
production report, a soft durable goods orders report for
April splashed at least a little cold water on last week's
strong-looking industrial production report. We speculated
last week that the industrial production report was not as
strong as it looked on the surface. We still believe that the
longer-term new orders picture will support 2.0%-2.5%
industrial production growth in 2017 (fourth quarter to fourth
quarter), which is still better than the 0.9% figure reported
for 2016 and approaching longer-term averages of about
2.5%. With a lot of things going soft in 2017 (healthcare,
inflation-adjusted retail sales, auto sales, and restaurant
sales) manufacturing and housing are two relatively bright
spots, at least for now.
First-Quarter GDP Revised Higher for the Right
Reasons, From 0.7% to 1.2%
Following the usual seasonal pattern, the first estimate of
first-quarter GDP growth was just 0.7%. Continuing the

usual pattern, the estimate was revised from the pathetic
0.7% to the merely bad 1.2%. Keep in mind that the
average, even for this slow-growth economy, has been
2.1%. Still, weather and the needed but complicated
seasonal adjustments are every statistician's nightmare,
especially in the first quarter. Getting the first-quarter figure
right based on actual data is almost as complicated as
making the original forecast.
In any case, the upwardly revised first-quarter result still
shows the same broad trends: a softening consumer, weak
government spending, an uptick in corporate investment,
and a nasty-sized inventory adjustment (inventories took
more than 1% off GDP calculation, more than estimated in
the advance release). Besides inventories, business
equipment was the only other major negative revision. On
the positive side, intellectual property, state and local
government spending, and consumer services were revised
higher.
Nevertheless, the first quarter represents quite a change
from recent quarters when consumption dominated the
positive contributions to GDP, as shown below.
A much smaller blue bar (consumption) along with the large
orange inventory bar and another negative dark green bar
for government explain most of the quarter's bad news.
Business investment (the unusually large red bar), mainly
due to oil-patch improvements, kept the first quarter from
being even worse.
No Need to Despair Over the Sequential GDP Numbers
Below, we provide three ways of looking at GDP data:
quarterly sequential annualized (the widely reported GDP
number); same quarter over same quarter growth rate
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(which reduces the impact of seasonal adjustment factors);
and rolling four-quarter data (which does an even better job
of reducing seasonal and weather factors, at the expense
of a little less timeliness).
Sequential Data Shows an Inaccurate Picture of
Volatility and Continuing Slowing
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The last two graphs, by accident, happen to bracket
our full-year GDP forecast of 1.75%-2.0% growth.
As we noted in our introduction, a lot of economists
are blowing off the first-quarter GDP as a complete
statistical accident, with growth in the second
quarter likely to offset first-quarter problems.
Though not as high as the GDPNow forecast of
3.7%, the consensus forecast is still for secondquarter GDP growth of 3.1%, in a range of 2.5%3.6%. If the first-quarter inventory adjustment of
1.1% were to go away, in the second quarter GDP
would be back to 2.3% or so. We could agree with
that much of the argument for a really strong
second quarter.
We are more concerned that net exports will turn
back to being a problem in the second quarter after
providing some help in the first quarter. Some
preliminary data for April--on the goods side of the
equation--supports that conclusion. We don't think
business investment growth will look as strong,
either.

Year-Over-Year Quarterly Data Showed a Drop in
Growth That Has Now Reversed

The Rolling Four-Quarter Growth Rate Has Stabilized
at 1.73%, With Signs of Improvement

We don't expect the bounce in the consumer sector
to be as big as expected, which is where we differ
most from the consensus. Auto sales and utility
sectors were both big anchors on first-quarter
consumption growth. Nevertheless, odd weather
patterns have limited the big expected bounce in
utilities. Preliminary data from WardsAuto suggests
that although auto sales weren't down like they
were in April, they won't be up very much--if at all-in May despite some strong incentives.
Besides this category analysis, relatively modest--if
any--wage gains versus inflation will keep a lid on
consumer spending, from a macroeconomic point of
view. And, of course, there are the ongoing
demographic headwinds of fewer potential workers,
low unemployment, and an aging population that
tends to spend less and in different categories, all
of which will continue over the next five years or
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more. These will tend to limit the potential to grow
GDP at 3% or more on a sustainable basis over the
longer term. That lack of workers will show up
around the globe, not just in the United States.
One Month of Poor Durable Goods Orders Is
No Reason for Panic
Economists this week were none too happy about
the decline in durable goods orders from March to
April. As always, our analysis excludes
transportation equipment (airplanes and motor
vehicles).
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over-year order data, on either an averaged or
unaveraged basis, is still hovering around 5%.
Based on past data, that order rate is consistent
with industrial production growth 2.0%-2.5% (IP is
effectively adjusted for price, orders are not,
accounting for higher order growth). Given that the
long-term average is just about 2.4%, this is a
satisfactory result, especially compared with last
year's 0.9% growth. As of the April reading,
manufacturing industrial production is increasing at
a 1.3% annual rate, so there is still some headway
for growth if the new order data proves to be a
reliable indicator.
New Homes and Tract Homes Continue to Look
Good as Existing Homes and Apartments
Falter

After three relatively good months, April's 0.4%
decline is nothing to get particularly concerned
about. The month-to-month decline and the breadth
of that decline probably mean we shouldn't expect a
great acceleration in the manufacturing sector in
the short run, though. Five of the six major sectors
showed down orders for April. Only the computers
and electrical components sector managed to show
an increase in orders. We mentioned the tech sector
improvement in last week's column, and it
continues to help mark up prices of tech-related
businesses.
Year-Over-Year Orders Data Still Improving
Manufacturing data tends to be a bit volatile and is
subject to a lot of day count, seasonal, and quarterend issues that make single-month readings less
than optimal. Also, the order data is not adjusted
for either increasing or decreasing prices. The year-

While the month-to-month data on new home sales
(which measures tract homes) and existing homes
faltered in April, the year-over-year trends were
relatively stable. New home sales remain high even
as existing-home sales growth remains low and is
moving modestly lower. As we describe, a lot of this
shift is due to very low and shrinking inventories of
existing homes. Meanwhile, new home inventory
growth is keeping pace with sales. Poor existinghome inventories continue to drive prices higher.
The latest FHFA reports continue to show annual
home price growth of more than 6% with the
geographic breadth of the increases continuing to
spread.
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TRENDS IN ACTIVE AND PASSIVE FUNDS
Source: Alina Lamy, Morningstar Advisors

June 2017

Morningstar research has proved that mutual fund costs are
a reliable predictor of future fund returns, in that low-cost
mutual funds generally outperform their more-expensive
peers. During the past few years, assets have been
migrating toward lower-cost funds, and this trend has
accelerated. Passive funds continue to be significantly
cheaper than active funds, costing investors an average
0.17% in 2016, 58 basis points less than active funds. More
recently, passive funds' cost advantage has grown, as the
asset-weighted costs of passive funds decline faster than
those of active funds.
With such a large cost difference between active and
passive funds, flows into passive funds have grown rapidly
in the past decade, with annual flows doubling from about
$200 billion in 2007 to more than $400 billion in 2016. Also,
starting in 2011, flows into passive funds (which includes
exchange-traded funds and index funds) have outpaced
flows into active funds every calendar year, despite the fact
that active funds outnumber passive funds by eight to one.

While passive funds have drawn more assets than active
funds during these six years, the difference in flows for the
two groups has also widened significantly. In 2016, flows
into passive funds hit $429 billion, versus $326 billion of
flows out of active funds, a difference of $754 billion. As a
result of these flow trends, passive funds' market share has
climbed from 23% in 2012 to 32% in 2016, which in turn
has contributed to the declines in average fees investors
pay for their funds. This is significant, as the asset-weighted
average cost for passive funds of 0.17% is a fraction of the
average active fund's 0.75%. With these trends, the overall

asset-weighted average cost of a fund fell 7% in 2016, the
largest annual decline, based on data going back to 1990.
Active Funds: Investors Shed Expensive Active Funds,
Not All Active Funds
The broad flow trends paint a challenging picture for active
funds. However, flow trends among just active funds
indicate that investors are selling out of expensive active
funds, defined as funds with fees that rank within the
second, third, fourth, and fifth quintiles (or that are more
expensive than the cheapest 20% of funds), relative to
other active funds. Investors are still buying low-cost active
funds, albeit at levels significantly lower than that of passive
funds. Flows into low-cost active funds, defined as funds
with fees that fall in the cheapest 20% relative to other
active funds, have generally been positive since 2000,
except during the 2008 financial crisis (when, in aggregate,
mutual funds and ETFs saw net outflows) and in 2015,
when mutual fund and ETF net flows were only $79 billion,
the lowest since 1993. In 2016, when mutual fund and ETF
net flows inched up to $103 billion, flows into low-cost
active funds recovered slightly.

While investors appeared to show interest for pricier funds
in the past, recent data suggests that this appetite has
waned. Expensive funds started to see significant outflows
in 2014 (of $91 billion), and two years later outflows
reached $369 billion. These flows out of expensive funds
have accounted for all the outflows out of active funds in
the past two years. This acceleration in outflows for
expensive funds also explains why the asset-weighted
average fee for active funds exhibited a slightly higher rate
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of decline, relative to prior years, falling to 0.75% in 2016
from 0.80% in 2014.
Passive Funds: Investors Have Always Gravitated to
Passive Funds With the Lowest Fees
Among passive funds, flows have historically been almost
exclusively into the lowest-cost funds, or funds with fees
that rank in the cheapest quintile (or 20%). This trend has
held across the large asset-class groups--U.S. equities,
international equities, and fixed income--which receive the
lion's share of flows. This phenomenon is evidenced by the
large difference between the 0.17% asset-weighted
average fee for passive funds and the 0.66% simple
average in 2016, which is a much wider gap than seen
among active funds.
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the lowest of their Morningstar Category peers. During the
past two years, Vanguard and BlackRock/iShares have
sustained their market-dominating positions in the passive
fund segment, at 49% and 18%, respectively.
Source: U.S. Fund Fee Study--Average Fund Fees Paid by Investors Continued to
Decline in 2016, by Patricia Oey, 23 May 2017.
This is for informational purposes only and should not be considered financial
planning advice.
The investment return and principal value of mutual funds will fluctuate and
shares, when sold, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Mutual
funds are sold by prospectus, which can be obtained from your financial
professional or the company and which contains complete information,
including investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. Investors should
read the prospectus and consider this information carefully before investing or
sending money.

With investors' focus on low cost, only two firms have really
benefited from this rapid asset growth in passive funds:
Vanguard and BlackRock/iShares. Both firms have a broad
menu of passive funds with fees that are typically among

Disclosure
Investment Update is published monthly by OBS Financial. All articles provided by Dimensional Fund Advisors, Morningstar, or OBS Financial. Information has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions based thereon, are not guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions.
Nothing in this publication should be deemed as individual investment advice. Consult your personal financial adviser and investment prospectus before making an investment
decision. Any performance data published herein are not predictive of future performance. Investors should always be aware that past performance has not been shown to predict
the future. If in doubt about the tax or legal consequences of an investment decision it is best to consult a qualified expert. OBS Financial is a Registered Investment Advisor with
the Securities and Exchange Commission.

